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My name is Alessandra Marazzi and I work with successful leaders 
to help them build their legacy, through greater purpose, influence 
and impact. 

In this map that I created to orient my work with my clients, I have 
put purpose as the base of the triangle because the longing for 
living a fulfilling and meaningful life is built into the fabric of our 
being and orients us. It is a calling for being a greater version of 
ourselves and actualizing it through coherent actions that have a 
clear impact on the world around us. 

• That no matter how successful 
you are, you never seem to get to 
experience fulfillment?  

• That your uniqueness does not 
seem to find expression in what 
you do? 

• That you are on a treadmill and 
it is exhausting? 

• That if only you were to find 
clarity on your purpose, you 
would no longer feel 
disconnected and lonely? You 
would find lightness? 

FEEL 
Do  you ever 



But before we dive into it, would you like to find out the role meaning and purpose play in your approach to happiness? Are 
you, like me, a person who is seeking meaning and purpose in everything you do? Or you are more oriented towards 
pleasure and engagement? Purpose is not the only way to find well-being. It is however one way that leads to a deeper sense 
of connection to ourselves, life and others.  

If you are curious to find out if your approach to happiness is also through a meaningful life, you can have some fun taking 
this test, which has been developed by the father of Positive Psychology, Martin Seligman.  

https://www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu/questionnaires/approaches-happiness

We often talk of meaning and purpose as one and the same. In this document I will distinguish these two constructs, 
identifying meaning as what allows us to make sense of ourselves and the world and purpose as what gives us direction. 
Humanistic psychologists talk of a call for growth that moves us towards our self-actualization, our highest possibilities 
The opposing call is one for safety, which keeps us within the cage of our comfort zone. Purpose is the force that orients 
our growth and that makes us feel on track.  
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A strong sense of meaning and a clear purpose in life 
have a strong correlation with several aspects of our 
wellbeing. Research shows that meaning and purpose are 
associated with: 

• Love, joy, vitality and life satisfaction (Steger et. al, 2009) 

• Self-esteem (Ryff, 1989) 

• Development of the self (King and Hicks, 2007) 

• Hope and optimism (Steger, 2012) 

• Positive emotions (Hicks and King, 2009) 

• Engagement with work Bonebright et. al 2000) 

A lack of meaning, conversely, is associated with deep 
discomfort that may lead to seeking external substitutes 
for that void left open. Do you ever feel on that treadmill? 

The search for meaning has a motivational aspect that 
takes us to accepting greater challenges and leads us to 

growth. This is what we call PURPOSE.  

Source: Ivtzan, Lomas, Hefferon and Worth (2016), Second Wave of Positive 
Psychology

RESEARCH SHOWS … 
MEANING & PURPOSE 
HAVE A STRONG IMPACT 
on our wellbeing



You are well aware of your needs and your 
boundaries 

You are general ly conscious of mult iple 
perspectives and of how your presence and 
participation impact others 

You always know in which direction you are 
heading 

You can place clear requests based on your needs 
and preferences 

You make choices that are coherent with your 
values 

You are constantly searching for deeper meaning in 
what you do 

You mostly live in accordance to your beliefs, 
desires and ideals rather than those of society or 
others 

You can make difficult choices even it means you 
sacrifice security, convenience or your own 
personal interest  

You constantly challenge yourself out of your 
comfort zone 

You tend to express your opinions even if 
unpopular 

You are not afraid of pain and discomfort 

You don’t doubt your inherent value, even when 
confronted directly 

You live a multi-faceted and rich life, with interests 
and engagement in several domains

ARE You “on purpose”? Based on my experience and research, leaders who 
are “on purpose” tend to have these characteristics. 
Which ones, do you think, represent you?



LET ME SHARE A STORY
I have always felt that I was meant for 
something, and that the moment I had 
found it, I would have finally known who I 
was and my place in this world. 

My career, the money I was making, the 
lifestyle I had did nothing however to 
ease the sense of frustration, void, 
loneliness and fatigue that I was feeling. 
Every milestone I achieved just took me 
back to square one.   

Then one day life stripped me of almost 
everything. When the start-up I had co-
founded with my husband collapsed, I 
found myself completely broke and with 
an irreparably broken relationship. 

At that time, my kids were 1 and 4 years 
old,  and they relied completely on me, 
emotionally and financially. Right then, 
like in a perfect storm, I was diagnosed 
with breast cancer.  

I had never known fear till then. When I 
felt it, it was not for myself, it was for my 
boys. At night I would lay down in bed 
feeling paralyzed and utterly terrified.  

It was then that I discovered purpose, 
that I connected to the motivation for 
being alive. Suddenly, stripped of 
every security and certainty, I knew 
who I was and my place in the world. 
Feeling in relationship with others and 
knowing I had a role and responsibility  
to play in their lives had given 
meaning and significance to my life.  

Since then, life has showed me that 
the more I expanded that sense of 
interconnectedness, the more I 
acquired solidity as a person. I 
realized that purpose was not an 
abstract search for a big “why”: it was 
the search for who I was, where I 
existed in relationship to others and 
what I would do with it.  

Ever since, I have found ways to 
translate my purpose in more and 
more domains of my life. What moves 
me in my work is the desire to ally with 
people in their search for who they are 
and transform it into coherent actions.  

And with it comes great fulfillment and 
a deep, deep sense of ease. 



AN organizing principle

Purpose works as an organizing 
principle in our life, it aligns our 
energies around an intention, and 
they directs our attention, like a north 
star.   

Steger (2009) states that meaning, 
one of the aspects of finding 
purpose, “enables people to interpret 
and organize their experience, 
achieve a sense of their own worth 
and place, identify the things that 
matter to them and effectively direct 
their energies”.   

In the search for meaning and in 
finding purpose we come to answer 
three questions that are core to taking 

our space in life and finding true 
fulfillment. 

• Who am I? — Who am I when I 
function at my best, when I feel alive 
and connected, when I open up to 
possibilities? What is that I deeply 
care about?  

• Where am I? — Where do I exist, in 
which relationships, in what fabric of 
interdependencies?  

• What is that I can bring to the 
world? — What is my unique 
contribution, my mission? What is 
the impact I can have? What is the 
legacy I can leave behind? 



meaning & purpose 

MEANING 

Making sense of life, acquiring a cognitive understanding 
of it (Steger, 2012)  

PURPOSE 

Aspirations that motivate our actions (Emmons, 2003)  

“EACH OF US HAS A UNiQUE PURPOSE OR SOME 

MEANINGFUL AIM IN LIFE”.  FRANKL 1963 

As we make sense of who we are, of the world around us, 
of our role and place in it. we build a coherent life story, 
and access the possibility of connecting to a meaningful 
aim in life, to a unique purpose.  One quality that 

transforms meaning into action is COURAGE!



If meaning and purpose are so important, why don’t we 
always actively pursue them? Some of us may be stuck in 
the idea that a meaningful life has all to do with grand acts 
of courage and selfless conduct.  

Meaning and purpose are not an experience that is 
available only to those few, who are past daily concerns of 
earning a living.   

While it is true that greater fulfillment is linked to being 
able to break through the boundaries of the self, we can 
make sense of the world and find directionality in many 
different ways.  

The Ikigai concept gives us a way to interpret this idea. 

do you need to be bill or melinda GATES  
to BE ABLE TO AFFORD searchING for meaning?



IKIGAI is a Japanese word that may 
be translated as “reason for being”.  

When you look at your work, where 
do you tend to place yourself in this 
diagram?  What is your reason for 
working? 

Looking at other domains of your 
life, do they contribute other 
dimensions to your sense of 
meaning and purpose? 

Is there any aspect that is completely 
missing in your life? Any one that 
is clearly dominant? 

WHAT IS 
YOUR REASON 
FOR BEING?

Finding purpose in life Our overall purpose may find expression in the 
combination of more than one life domain! 



The 3 Pillars 
MEANING: The capacity to interpret and make sense 

of who you are, your worth and your place and role in the 
world 

SIGNIFICANCE: The capacity to assign value, sort 

and identify what matters the most 

(CONSCIOUS) ACTION: The motivation, and 

capacity to direct our energies effectively towards higher 
future possibilities, by getting out of our comfort zone 

PuRPOSE MAKING SYSTEMS

So how do we go about finding meaning and purpose in our lives? Let me introduce a map I developed to guide people in 
this search, reminding you this is only one possible map and  that the territory is yours to explore and discover.



All three aspects are important and vital for feeling ON 

PURPOSE and leading a full and fulfilling life. The 

lack of one of these pillars leads to a sense of dissonance, 
disconnection and frustration that arises when our efforts 
don’t seem to move us forward towards our aspirations.  

Purpose is at the center, as it represents the commitment, 
the intention, the organizing principle that directs 
attention and energies.  

The cornerstones of finding purpose are: 

AWARENESS 

AUTHENTICITY 

COURAGE 

These three aspects allow us to convert action into 
meaning, meaning into significance and significance into 

more conscious action. And through practices that are 

studied to open up greater possibilities, they become 
levers for a new experience of purposeful life to emerge. 

how to activate 
purpose? 



how do you SEE yourself? 
AWARENESS 

AUTHENTICITY 

COURAGE 

1 5 10

1 5 10

1 5 10

Rate yourself from 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest)

How aware are you of your needs, longings and beliefs? How aware 
are you of other peoples’ needs and longings? Can you shift 
perspective easily?  Can you be present and connected through 
difficult situations? Are you aware of your emotions, your body 
sensations and your thoughts? Can you observe them without 
judgement?   

Do you tend to act in accordance to your deepest values and 
beliefs? Can you sacrifice your own personal interest and comfort 
for what is more truthful for you? Do you often find yourself in a 
state of flow and alignment, in which things appear easeful and 
effortless?  Can you hold your stance in the face of conflict?  

Can you move through difficult emotions (fear, frustration, etc.) 
without looking for distractions and without assigning blame? Do 
you feel in relationship with and accountable towards the world 
around you and others? Can you make choices that take you out of 
your comforts zone? Do you tend to apply discernment to your 
actions? In your actions, do you feel moved by something bigger 
than yourself? 



Do you wish to experience greater ease and fulfillment? Do you 
long to wake up in the morning feeling a deep sense of belonging 
and engagement? And that what you do matters and has an 
impact for generations to come?  

In order to build your legacy, the first pillar is acquiring a sense of 
purpose, the deeply felt belief that we are on track, that we have 
clear direction and intent, and that our actions are aligned to our 
core self and effectively move us forward generating a clear 
impact. 

I have identified three levers to shift our experience of living a 
purposeful life. How can you build greater awareness, live more 
authentically and with courage?  

This is part of the journey I go through with my clients. I aim to help 
them reconnecting deeply with the experience of being alive, 
engaged and living meaningfully. 

If you are curious to know more, you may contact me to arrange 
time to talk and explore how you can bring greater purpose in 
your life and amplify your legacy and impact.   

hello@alessandramarazzi.com 

www.linkedin.com/in/alessandra-marazzi 

amplify your 
lEgacy through 
puRpose

Wrapping Up
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